EARLY CLOSING DUE TO SEVERE WEATHER

If we are experiencing severe weather such as snow and ice, follow the flow chart listed below.

The student responsible for closing procedures should contact Andrew.

Contact Andrew Escude to get approval for early closing.

Students will make signs for the doors and secure to the doors when leaving.

Andrew will contact Micah Walsleben via email so that she can post to social media.

LATE OPENING DUE TO SEVERE WEATHER

IF THE FACILITIES ARE CLOSED DUE TO INCLEMENT WEATHER, ANNOUNCEMENTS WILL BE MADE VIA STAT!ALERT, LOCAL TELEVISION AND RADIO STATIONS, AS WELL AS ON THE TTUHSC ANNOUNCEMENTS PAGE. PLEASE SIGN UP FOR STAT!ALERT.

Sharon will contact Andrew for decision regarding the library.

Andrew will let Sharon know if the library will open later or stay closed.

Sharon will contact Birdie, Susie and assigned students of decision.

Andrew will contact Micah Walsleben via email so that she can post to social media.